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Abstract 

 

Distributed Testing With Java Path Finder Custom Listeners 

 

Aaron Wynn Davis, M.S.E 

The University of Texas at Austin, 2017 

 

Supervisor:  Sarfraz Khurshid 

 

The goal of this project was to investigate a distributed testing system based on 

the Java PathFinder (JPF) model checker.  A key objective in doing this was to increase 

the size of the state space which could be explored in a given time by spreading the test 

load across multiple instances of JPF while eliminating duplication among the execution 

paths tested by each instance.  The advantage of this approach is that one of the JPF 

instances may locate an error earlier than it would have been found using the standard 

JPF model checker.   The capability of JPF to use custom listeners was utilized to support 

this and avoid the need for changes to the JPF Core source code.  A custom listener was 

developed as well as a Java server application which was used to manage the paths taken 

by each instance of JPF, prevent duplication of effort among the JPF instances and 

consolidate the results from the testing into a single report.  The result was an increase in 

the state space which was tested with some tests either completing successfully or finding 

errors using a decreased number of transitions when compared with running a single 

instance of JPF.  The number of states which were explored was also increased.  

However, it was also found that due to the increase in processing overhead required for 
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the instances of JPF to communicate with the server unfortunately there was no 

improvement in the overall execution time and in many cases the execution time was 

increased when compared with running a single instance of JPF.  It was also observed 

that the rate at which the execution time increased as more JPF instances were added was 

low. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Background and Problem Definition 

Java PathFinder (JPF) is a well-known software model checker, which performs a 

stateful search of the programs state space.  Although powerful the path taken by its 

default depth-first search may not be the most efficient method for locating the execution 

paths which generate errors.  The time needed to locate errors can in principle be 

decreased by testing multiple paths simultaneously, thereby enabling a more scalable 

approach. 

It would be very useful to create a scalable distributed testing system that uses the 

Java PathFinder core.  JPF’s custom listeners allow one to control the execution paths 

which are tested and enable an investigation into the distributed approach.  This approach 

requires one to create the data structures which can be used to track the execution of the 

individual JPF instances and support the consolidation of the results from those instances.  

A multi-threaded server application can be used to separately handle the communication 

with each instance.  Each of the server threads are required to read from and write to the 

data structure which stores the execution paths.  Finally, the testing results of the 

individual JPF instances can be consolidated and presented to the user in a format that is 

easy to comprehend. 

Such a system can be implemented by creating a custom listener for JPF which 

controls the execution path tested and communicates with the server application that 

tracks the choices made by the JPF choice generators and notifies the individual JPF 

instances when an execution path is being tested by another instance and can be skipped 
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by advancing the choice generator.  Communication between the JPF instance and server 

can be handled using started network protocols. 

This report presents an outline of the Java PathFinder, the types and capabilities 

as well as limitations of custom listeners.  Next it discusses distributed systems and the 

impact of the additional overhead required by those systems. The methods used to control 

concurrent access to the data structures are covered.  The method used to create the 

distributed testing listener for Java PathFinder and the results of testing using the custom 

listener and server application are also covered.  Finally the conclusions from testing 

along with possible avenues for future research and improvements which could be made 

to further develop this system are covered. 

1.1.1 Software testing vs. Software Model Checking 

Software testing uses a defined set of inputs to verify that an expected result is 

returned by the program that is under test.  Testing is limited to evaluating a single 

execution path for each test run against the system under test (SUT).  Because of this 

program testing can be used to detect the presence of errors but cannot be used to prove 

their absence [17].  Model checking provides a more rigorous method which attempts to 

test a very large number of data/control combinations which apply to the system under 

test until either all have been successfully tested or an error has been located.  Model 

checkers, such as JPF, use a virtual machine to control all aspects of the execution 

environment in which the system under test is being run.  This allows for controlled 

validation of aspects in the execution environment such as thread scheduling which might 

not be consistent using the software testing approach.  Using a virtual machine for testing 

also allows model checkers to backtrack to a previous program state when testing making 

for a more efficient exploration of program states. 
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1.1.2 Challenges in Software Model Checking 

One of the primary challenges which model checking must overcome is to try and 

find the defects before running out of time or memory [17].  There are a number of things 

which can be done to make the best possible use of the available resources [5].  The first 

is to optimize the model checker itself.  The number of possible program values to be 

tested can be reduced using abstractions and value representations thereby limiting the 

size of the space to be explored.  Finally heuristics can be applied to the model checking 

which can direct the model checking to focus the available resources on checking 

interesting values first.  The goal of all of these things is to curb the well-known state 

space explosion problem in model checking. 

1.1.3 Java PathFinder and extension using Listeners 

Java Path Finder is a Virtual Machine (VM) for Java bytecode which performs 

model checking using Java bytecode.  JPF consists of the JPF core and number of 

extension and configuration options.  The JPF core is implemented in Java itself and 

normally runs slower than normal JVM, and is thus a VM running on top of a VM[18].  

The default instruction set for JPF makes use of the execution choices feature.  Using this 

JPF is able to identify points in the program where execution could proceed differently 

based on the values provided and systematically explores those execution paths.  The 

number of paths can grow quite quickly, creating what is referred to as the state explosion 

problem.  The first technique which JPF employs to counter this problem is state 

matching.  State matching allows JPF to identify when a similar state has already been 

tested and determine if it can safely abandon that execution path. The standard search 

method used by JPF when selecting the execution paths for testing is a depth first search.  

Once JPF has successfully completed by testing the reachable program states or it has 
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located an error it provides a report to the user detailing the results of the model 

checking. 

JPF can be extended using a mechanism called Listeners.  Listeners provide a way 

to observe interact and extend the execution of JPF using your own Java classes.  

Listeners are configured dynamically at runtime and do not require any modifications to 

the JPF-Core.  JPF Listeners use certain events at the search and JVM level to trigger 

methods within the Listener class.  JPF Core provides interfaces in the form of adapter 

classes which contain all required method definitions and empty method bodies.  This 

allows for custom listeners to extend the adapters using override of the methods needed.  

There are two basic types of listener interfaces provided in JPF and divided depending on 

the event sources, SearchListeners and VMListeners [16].  SearchListeners are used to 

monitor the state space search process and to provide notification for all major events in 

that process.  VMListeners provide a way to monitor VM level operations.  The listeners 

included with JPF can be divided into three categories; program properties, execution 

monitoring, and execution control [19].  Java Path Finder also allows for the creation of 

custom listeners which can be used monitor and alter the execution of the JPF VMs. 

1.1.4 Problem Statement and Objective 

As identified the two factors which model checking techniques must conform are 

execution time and available memory.  Both of these factors act to limit the scope of the 

state space which can be explored.  My hope is that these constraints can be overcome in 

part by creating a distributed solution to spread the load of the model checker over a 

number of JPF instances thereby reducing the memory required by each JPF instance and 

increasing the size of the state space which can be explored in a given amount of time.  
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One of the largest challenges posed by this method is to prevent duplication of work 

among the JPF instances. 
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2. PROPOSED SOLUTION 

2.1 Problem Approach and Implementation 

2.1.1 System Overview and Structure 

My approach to this problem was to develop a custom JPF listener which would 

make use of the ability to use event triggers and for listeners to alter the execution path 

that is checked by a given instance of JPF.  In addition to the custom JPF listener it was 

necessary to develop an application which could manage the execution paths taken by 

each instance and prevent duplication, track the execution paths being modeled and 

consolidate the results from the JPF instances into a single manageable report.  The 

server application which was created makes use of multi-threading by creating a thread to 

manage each JPF instance.  Communication is handled using TCP socket connections 

and taking advantage of Java’s built in communications libraries.  In order to prevent 

duplication it was necessary that the server threads access a single data structure which 

could be used to manage and track execution of the listeners.  Concurrent reads from this 

structure are permitted however the updates to this structure needed to be serialized.  This 

was accomplished using the Java Semaphore library and allowing only one thread to 

update the structure at a time. 

 

Figure 2.1: Distributed JPF system using four client instances. 
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2.1.2 Server Data Structures 

In order to support the tracking of execution paths by the test server two data 

structures were created.  The first was a structure to represent a single state within the 

execution path.  The second was a representation of the execution paths using a tree 

structure.  A pointer was created for each instance of JPF to indicate its current state 

within the execution tree. 

The structure of the individual state nodes was created based on the information 

made available using the getChoiceGenerator, and getPreviousChoiceGenerator 

methods.  This is used to get the current and last choice generators used by the JPF 

instance.  From those items the number of processed choices, the total number of choices 

for each choice generator and whether or not it is cascaded is available.  In addition to 

those values a pointer to the previous choice, an array of pointers to the next nodes in the 

tree, and an ID value are included. 

 
class choiceNode{ 

String id; 
int nodeID = 0; 
int processed; 
int possible; 
boolean isCascaded; 
choiceNode[] choice; 
choiceNode previous; 
int skip = 0; 
choiceNode (String id, int nodeID, int processed, int possible, boolean 

isCascaded, choiceNode previous){ 
...  

} 
} 

 

 

Figure 2.2: ChoiceNode Structure. 
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The second data structure which was created for this project is an execution tree.  

This included a root node, an array of pointers to indicate the current position of each JPF 

instance within the execution tree, and a semaphore to control access to update the tree.  

Methods created to support this include advance, forward and back.  The most complex 

of these methods is the advance method which uses information provided by the JPF 

instance to determine if the current state has previously been explored by another 

instance connected to that server.  If it the state has already been explored the JPF 

instance is instructed to skip that and advance the value of the choice generator.  This is 

repeated until an unexplored execution path is located.  The forward and back methods 

are used to support the search functions of JPF and move the pointer for an instance to 

the correct location within the execution tree. 

 
class execTree{ 

choiceNode root; 
choiceNode[] clientPositions; 
int nodeSeq = 0; 
int[] depth; 
Semaphore read = new Semaphore(1); 
runStatistics runStat = new runStatistics(); 

 
execTree(int clientCount){ 

this.root = new choiceNode("ROOT",0,1,1,false,null); 
clientPositions = new choiceNode[clientCount]; 
depth = new int[clientCount]; 
for(int i = 0; i<clientCount; i++){ 

clientPositions[i]=root; 
depth[i]= 0; 

} 
} 

 
public boolean advance(int client, String id,int last, int processed, 

int possible, boolean isCascaded, boolean skipped, boolean isNew, boolean 
isVisited, boolean isEnd,int stateHash){ 

... 
return result; 

} 
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public boolean forward(int client, String id,int last, int processed, 
int possible, boolean isCascaded, boolean skipped){ 

... 
return result; 

} 

 
public void back(int client){ 

... 
} 

} 

Figure 2.3: Execution tree implementation. 

The advance method in the execution tree compares the state data provided to the 

server thread by the JPF custom listener with the state exploration information stored in 

the execution tree at the location indicated by that threads location pointer within the tree.  

In addition to the values in the choice array, the values of the fields possible and 

processed are used. The array choice contains pointers to the states which are reachable 

from the current state.  The size of the array is determined by the value for possible which 

is taken from the choice generator data provided by the JPF instance.  The processed 

value represents the number of choices which been examined out of the possible choices.  

There are three cases for these values which must be handled.  First if the value of 

processed is less than the value of possible and the pointer for the choice which the JPF 

instance is requesting is null then a continue message is returned to that instance and it 

will continue on its current execution path.  Second if the value of processed is less than 

the value of possible and the pointer for the requested choice is not null then a skip 

message is returned to the JPF instance causing it to advance the current choice generator 

and initiate a check of the resulting state.  Finally, if processed is equal to possible 

indicating all options for that choice generator have been explored a continue message is 

returned indicating the JPF instance should proceed to the next state.  The objective of 
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this algorithm is to cause the execution paths taken by the JPF instances to diverge 

causing each instance to explore a unique set of states. 

2.1.3 Custom Listener Implementation 

In order to implement the custom listener overrides were implemented for the 

following methods: searchStarted, stateAdvanced, stateBacktracked and searchFinished.  

An additional method showResults was implemented to display customized results of 

each JPF instance in addition to the consolidated results on the console of JPF Test 

Server. 

The search started method was overridden and used to initialize the TCP 

connection between the JPF instance and the JPF test server.  The searchStart method 

then waits to receive a notification message from the JFP test server that all clients have 

connected and to begin the model checking process.  The searchStart method also 

initializes a time variable which is used to track the execution time for that particular JPF 

instance. 

The override for the stateAdvanced method extracts a number of data elements 

from the JPF virtual machine and sends those to the JPF test server.  The test server then 

determines if that state has been explored already.  The test server will respond either 

with a message for the JPF instance to continue or to skip by advancing the current 

choice generator. If the choice generator is advanced the data is updated and sent to 

server again to verify that it has now reached an unexplored state and it can proceed with 

the model checking. 

The stateBacktracked method sends a message to the test server causing it to 

move the pointer for that JPF instance to the parent of the current choice node within the 

tree. 
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Finally the searchFinished method triggers the completion of the execution 

timing, extracts the results from the JPF reporter and forwards those results to the JPF test 

server.  The searchFinished method is also used to trigger the display of the customized 

results for that particular instance of JPF. 

Once all client threads report that they are complete the JPF test server 

consolidates the results of the executions and generates a report based on the results 

which is displayed for the user.  The report includes the individual results for each JPF 

client instance as well as a consolidated report showing the minimum and maximum 

values for each of the statistics. 

This approach hopes to provide a scalable model checking solution without the 

need to modify the JPF core package.  By using a listener that is able to run as an 

independent instance it will be possible to spread the model checking load and to explore 

multiple execution paths simultaneously.  This method may in some instances locate 

errors earlier in the model checking process as well as make it possible to explore a larger 

state space using multiple instances each with limited memory and time resources 

available. 
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3. RESULTS AND ANALYSIS 

3.1 Subject Selection and Results 

3.1.1 Subject selection and setup 

The performance of the distributed JPF testing listener and server was tested by 

comparing it with the results of running an unmodified version of JPF.  For evaluation the 

built in examples included with the JPF core were used to set a baseline of performance.  

The evaluation measured new states, states backtracked, memory, and execution time.  

Testing was done using a virtual machine with Linux to run the server application.  The 

JPF instances were run on the same desktop computer.  In addition to the baseline of 

unmodified JPF, two, four, and six instances of the customized JPF were run.  The 

subjects used were oldClassic, BoundedBuffer, StopWatch, and Crossing.  For these 

subjects randomization of the choice generator was not enabled.  The properties which 

need to be added to the *.jpf file are the listener as well as the IP address and port used by 

the server to accept connections.  The base hardware used for the tests was a desktop 

computer with an 8 core processor and 32GB of RAM.  This was used to host the Linux 

virtual machine which was allocated 2 processors and 4GB of RAM.  The JPF instances 

which were tested were all run on the same machine under the host Windows 10 

operating system.  
 
target=oldclassic 
listener=gov.nasa.jpf.listener.DistributedTester_V2 
distributedTester.ServerIP=192.168.2.101 
distributedTester.TCPPort=1492 

report.console.property_violation=error,snapshot,trace 

Figure 3.1: Sample JPF Configuration File. 
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3.1.2 Evaluation Metrics and Result Consolidation 

  The metrics selected for evaluation from the testing were maximum memory 

used, execution time, and search depth.  Also evaluated where the number of new states 

explored, as well as the number of back tracked and end states reached.  For execution 

time the Max Execution Time is the longest execution time value reported by any JPF 

instance during the test.  For the baseline this is the execution time returned in the JPF 

results. Min Execution Time is the shortest execution time reported by any JPF instance 

during the test.  No Min Execution time is provided for the baseline test.  The values for 

New States, Backtracked, and End States are the aggregate values for all JPF instances.  

Finally search depth is recorded for each instance of JPF.  Time values for the baseline 

are presented in the format hours:minutes:seconds.  Time values using the custom JPF 

listeners are formatted as hours:minutes:seconds:milliseconds. 

3.1.3 Test Results 

 
Consolidated  (min/max) 
====================================================== statistics  

elapsed time:      00:01:33:4/00:03:48:640 

states:             new=389/995,visited=89/312,backtracked=478/1307,end=7/7 

search:             maxDepth=15/15,constraints=0/0 

choice generators:  thread=1/1 
(signal=0/0,lock=1/1,sharedRef=0/0,threadApi=0/0,reschedule=00:01:33:4/00:03:48:640), 
data=240/654 
heap:               new=2277/5435,released=1706/4864,maxLive=662/662,gcCycles=478/1307 

Figure 3.2: Sample Consolidated JPF report. 
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oldClassic.jpf 

JPF Instances Baseline Two Four Six 

Max Memory Used 491MB 491MB 491MB 491MB 

Max Execution Time 00:00:00 00:00:04:448 00:00:04:756 00:00:05:072 

Min Execution Time N/A 00:00:04:401 00:00:04:531 00:00:04:779 

New States 32 63 123 181 

Backtracked 8 16 32 48 

End States 1 2 4 6 

Search Depth 28 28,28 28,28,28,28 28,28,28,28,28,28 

Table 3.1: Test results for oldClassic.jpf. 

BoundedBuffer.jpf 

JPF Instances Baseline Two Four Six 

Max Memory Used 491MB 491MB 491MB 491MB 

Max Execution Time 00:00:00 00:00:03:949 00:00:04:069 00:00:04:443 

Min Execution Time N/A 00:00:03:901 00:00:03:985 00:00:04:157 

New States 39 77 151 223 

Backtracked 0 0 0 0 

End States 1 2 4 6 

Search Depth 39 39,39 39,39,39,39 39,39,39,39,39,39 

Table 3.2: Test results for BoundedBuffer.jpf. 
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StopWatch.jpf 

JPF Instances Baseline Two Four Six 

Max Memory Used 491MB 491MB 491MB 491MB 

Max Execution Time 00:00:00 00:00:00:288 00:00:00:341 00:00:00:431 

Min Execution Time N/A 00:00:00:278 00:00:00:324 00:00:00:357 

New States 3 2 4 6 

Backtracked 2 0 0 0 

End States 2 2 4 6 

Search Depth 2 1,1 1,1,1,1 1,1,1,1,1,1 

Table 3.3: Test results for StopWatch.jpf. 

Crossing.jpf 

JPF Instances Baseline Two Four Six 

Max Memory Used 491MB 491MB 491MB 491MB 

Max Execution Time 00:00:01:00 00:04:31:464 00:04:06:047 00:03:28:622 

Min Execution Time N/A 00:03:26:722 00:01:31:724 00:01:32:596 

New States 1075 1927 3163 5013 

Backtracked 1440 2531 4078 6483 

End States 7 14 28 42 

Search Depth 15 15,15 15,15,15,15 15,15,15,15,15,15 

Table 3.4: Test results for Crossing.jpf. 
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3.1.3 Results Analysis 

The distributed JPF solution increased the execution time compared with a single 

instance of produced a significant increase in the execution time.  The increase in the 

execution time was most significant when going from one instance of JPF to multiple 

instances.  When increasing the number of JPF instances beyond 2 the rate of increase in 

execution time was minimal. Evaluation also showed that there was no impact on the 

amount of memory used by each instance.  The increase in the size of the state space 

explored was not linear. The selection of test cases used produced no variability in the 

maximum search depth.  The most complex example tested was crossing.jpf it provided 

the greatest difference in the execution time for JPF instances. 

 The results of these tests indicate that the size of the state space which can 

be explored can be increased. However there is an increase in execution time that results 

from this.  The additional overhead created by communications between the server and 

the JPF instances causes an initial increase in execution time when compared to a single 

JPF instance however the rate of increase in time required for adding additional JPF 

instances is very low.  For the testing of complex programs there is an indication that 

shorter execution paths may be found using this process potentially leading to earlier 

error detection. 

 The most effective way to improve this process would be to reduce the 

number of messages which need to be sent between the server and the JPF instances.  

One possible method for doing this would be to conduct an analysis of the possible 

execution paths to the point where the instances are on separate paths.  The JPF instances 

could then be assigned their paths to follow and test.  Communication between the server 

and the instances could be reduced to occurring if or when the instance backtracks to its 

starting point and when communicating its results. 
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4. RELATED WORK 

Ranged Model Checking [8] provides an approach to effectively check Java 

programs using Java PathFinder by restricting the model checking to a range.  This 

approach partitions the exploration space so that each partition can be explored 

separately.  Ranged Model Checking uses execution paths to define the partitions. 

Additional work has been done on parallel model checking applied to a various 

model checkers including JPF [14] and SPIN [13].  These efforts have used sets of states 

to partition the state-space. 

Parallel Randomized State-space Search (PRSS) [7] and Swarm [10] use 

randomization of the order in which choices are processed to diversify the search across 

multiple processes.  For these methods at least one process must complete a full search to 

show that the model does not contain errors. 
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5. CONCLUSIONS 

Software model checking provides an essential tool for verifying the correctness 

of software.  This can be particularly important for applications which are considered 

mission-critical.  One of the challenges faced in software modeling is state space 

explosion.  Two key limitations on the size of the state space which can be explored 

during software modeling are available time and memory.  By distributing the testing 

load across multiple systems the size of the state space which can be explored is 

increased. 

 Java PathFinder is a well-known software modeling tool which can be 

easily extended using customized listeners.  Based on event triggers within Java Path 

Finder custom listeners are able to check the state of the Java Path Finder execution and 

respond to that by changing the execution path if needed.  A customized listener was 

developed for this project; it connected to a server application which managed the 

execution paths and prevented duplication of effort between multiple instances of Java 

PathFinder testing the same application by ensuring divergence of the execution paths 

taken by each.  The testing of this combination of custom listener and control server 

showed that a time increase of several seconds occurred when moving from the single 

instance of Java Path Finder run locally to two instances of Java Path Finder run with the 

testing load distributed between them.  There was no increase in the amount of memory 

used by each individual instance of Java Path Finder.  It was also found that increasing 

the number of JPF instances used for testing resulted in a minimal increase in the 

execution time. 

 Future research in this area could create improvements in performance 

possibly by reducing the number of messages needed to communicate between the JPF 
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instances and the server which is controlling the execution paths as well as consolidating 

the results from the JPF instances to report them in a single report. 
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Appendix A 

JPF Test Server Source Code 
package jpfServer_V2; 
 
import java.io.*; 
import java.net.*; 
import java.util.HashSet; 
import java.util.Hashtable; 
import java.util.concurrent.Semaphore; 
import java.util.ArrayList; 
import java.util.HashMap; 
import java.util.List; 
 
class JPFServer_V2 { 
 
 public static void main(String args[]) throws Exception { 
  int connectedClients = 0; 
  Hashtable clientList = new Hashtable(); 
  HashSet pathList = new HashSet(); 
  clientList.clear(); 
  pathList.clear(); 
  int expectedClients = Integer.parseInt(args[1]); 
  execTree pathTree = new execTree(expectedClients); 
  HashMap[] resultArray = new HashMap[expectedClients]; 
  String[][] errorArray = new String[expectedClients][]; 
  if (args.length != 2) { 
   System.out.println("Run Program as\n \t java JPFServer_V2 
<serverport>"); 
   System.exit(-1); 
  } 
  ServerSocket welcomeSocket = new 
ServerSocket(Integer.parseInt(args[0])); 
  Thread[] threads = new Thread[expectedClients]; 
  while (connectedClients < expectedClients) { 
   Socket connectionSocket = welcomeSocket.accept(); 
   connectedClients++; 
   String assignedName = "Client_" + connectedClients; 
   Thread newThread; 
   threads[connectedClients - 1] = new Thread(new 
serverThread(connectionSocket, expectedClients, clientList, 
     pathList, assignedName, pathTree, 
resultArray, errorArray), assignedName); 
   threads[connectedClients - 1].start(); 
  } 
 
  for (int i = 0; i < expectedClients; i++) { 
   threads[i].join(); 
  } 
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  for (int i = 0; i < expectedClients; i++) { 
   System.out.println("Client_" + (i + 1)); 
   showResults(resultArray[i], errorArray[i]); 
  } 
  System.out.println("Consolidated  (min/max)"); 
  showTotalStats(resultArray, pathTree); 
 
 } 
 
 public static void showResults(HashMap results, String[] errors) { 
 
 System.out.println("====================================================
== results"); 
  for (String temp : errors) { 
   System.out.println(temp); 
  } 
 
 System.out.println("====================================================
== statistics"); 
  System.out.println("elapsed time:       " + results.get("time")); 
  System.out.println( 
    "states:             new=" + 
results.get("newStates") + ",visited=" + results.get("visitedStates") 
      + ",backtracked=" + 
results.get("backtracked") + ",end=" + results.get("endStates")); 
  System.out.println("search:             maxDepth=" + 
results.get("maxDepth") + ",constraints=" 
    + results.get("constraints")); 
  System.out.println("choice generators:  thread=" + 
results.get("threadCGs") + " (signal=" 
    + results.get("signalCGs") + ",lock=" + 
results.get("monitorCGs") + ",sharedRef=" 
    + results.get("sharedAccessCGs") + ",threadApi=" + 
results.get("threadApiCGs") + ",reschedule=" 
    + results.get("breakTransitionCGs") + "), data=" + 
results.get("dataCGs")); 
  System.out.println("heap:               " + "new=" + 
results.get("nNewObjects") + ",released=" 
    + results.get("nReleasedObjects") + ",maxLive=" + 
results.get("maxLiveObjects") + ",gcCycles=" 
    + results.get("gcCycles")); 
  System.out.println("instructions:       " + 
results.get("insns")); 
  System.out.println("max memory:         " + 
(Integer.parseInt((String) results.get("maxUsed")) >> 20) + "MB"); 
  System.out.println( 
    "loaded code:        classes=" + 
results.get("classes") + ",methods=" + results.get("methods") + "\n"); 
 
 } 
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 public static void showTotalStats(HashMap[] resultArray, execTree 
pathTree) { 
  int arSize = resultArray.length; 
  String minVal = null, maxVal = null, tempVal = null; 
 System.out.println("====================================================
== statistics"); 
  for (int i = 0; i < arSize; i++) { 
   tempVal = (String) resultArray[i].get("time"); 
   if (i == 0) { 
    minVal = tempVal; 
    maxVal = tempVal; 
   } else { 
    if (minVal.compareTo(tempVal) > 0) { 
     minVal = tempVal; 
    } 
    if (minVal.compareTo(tempVal) < 0) { 
     maxVal = tempVal; 
    } 
   } 
  } 
  System.out.println("elapsed time:      " + minVal + "/" + 
maxVal); 
  System.out.println("NodeSeq:" + pathTree.nodeSeq); 
  System.out.println( 
    "total states:       new=" + 
pathTree.runStat.getNew() + " visited=" + pathTree.runStat.getVisited() 
      + " backtracked=" + 
pathTree.backTracked + " end=" + pathTree.runStat.getEnd()); 
  System.out.print("states:             new="); 
  int tempInt = 0, minInt = 0, maxInt = 0; 
  for (int i = 0; i < arSize; i++) { 
   tempInt = Integer.parseInt((String) 
resultArray[i].get("newStates")); 
   if (i == 0) { 
    minInt = tempInt; 
    maxInt = tempInt; 
   } else { 
    if (tempInt < minInt) { 
     minInt = tempInt; 
    } 
    if (tempInt > maxInt) { 
     maxInt = tempInt; 
    } 
   } 
  } 
  System.out.print(minInt + "/" + maxInt + ",visited="); 
  for (int i = 0; i < arSize; i++) { 
   tempInt = Integer.parseInt((String) 
resultArray[i].get("visitedStates")); 
   if (i == 0) { 
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    minInt = tempInt; 
    maxInt = tempInt; 
   } else { 
    if (tempInt < minInt) { 
     minInt = tempInt; 
    } 
    if (tempInt > maxInt) { 
     maxInt = tempInt; 
    } 
   } 
  } 
  System.out.print(minInt + "/" + maxInt + ",backtracked="); 
  for (int i = 0; i < arSize; i++) { 
   tempInt = Integer.parseInt((String) 
resultArray[i].get("backtracked")); 
   if (i == 0) { 
    minInt = tempInt; 
    maxInt = tempInt; 
   } else { 
    if (tempInt < minInt) { 
     minInt = tempInt; 
    } 
    if (tempInt > maxInt) { 
     maxInt = tempInt; 
    } 
   } 
  } 
  System.out.print(minInt + "/" + maxInt + ",end="); 
  for (int i = 0; i < arSize; i++) { 
   tempInt = Integer.parseInt((String) 
resultArray[i].get("endStates")); 
   if (i == 0) { 
    minInt = tempInt; 
    maxInt = tempInt; 
   } else { 
    if (tempInt < minInt) { 
     minInt = tempInt; 
    } 
    if (tempInt > maxInt) { 
     maxInt = tempInt; 
    } 
   } 
  } 
  System.out.println(minInt + "/" + maxInt); 
  System.out.print("search:             maxDepth="); 
  for (int i = 0; i < arSize; i++) { 
   tempInt = Integer.parseInt((String) 
resultArray[i].get("maxDepth")); 
   if (i == 0) { 
    minInt = tempInt; 
    maxInt = tempInt; 
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   } else { 
    if (tempInt < minInt) { 
     minInt = tempInt; 
    } 
    if (tempInt > maxInt) { 
     maxInt = tempInt; 
    } 
   } 
  } 
  System.out.print(minInt + "/" + maxInt + ",constraints="); 
  for (int i = 0; i < arSize; i++) { 
   tempInt = Integer.parseInt((String) 
resultArray[i].get("constraints")); 
   if (i == 0) { 
    minInt = tempInt; 
    maxInt = tempInt; 
   } else { 
    if (tempInt < minInt) { 
     minInt = tempInt; 
    } 
    if (tempInt > maxInt) { 
     maxInt = tempInt; 
    } 
   } 
  } 
  System.out.println(minInt + "/" + maxInt); 
  System.out.print("choice generators:  thread="); 
  for (int i = 0; i < arSize; i++) { 
   tempInt = Integer.parseInt((String) 
resultArray[i].get("threadCGs")); 
   if (i == 0) { 
    minInt = tempInt; 
    maxInt = tempInt; 
   } else { 
    if (tempInt < minInt) { 
     minInt = tempInt; 
    } 
    if (tempInt > maxInt) { 
     maxInt = tempInt; 
    } 
   } 
  } 
  System.out.print(minInt + "/" + maxInt + " (signal="); 
  for (int i = 0; i < arSize; i++) { 
   tempInt = Integer.parseInt((String) 
resultArray[i].get("signalCGs")); 
   if (i == 0) { 
    minInt = tempInt; 
    maxInt = tempInt; 
   } else { 
    if (tempInt < minInt) { 
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     minInt = tempInt; 
    } 
    if (tempInt > maxInt) { 
     maxInt = tempInt; 
    } 
   } 
  } 
  System.out.print(minInt + "/" + maxInt + ",lock="); 
  for (int i = 0; i < arSize; i++) { 
   tempInt = Integer.parseInt((String) 
resultArray[i].get("monitorCGs")); 
   if (i == 0) { 
    minInt = tempInt; 
    maxInt = tempInt; 
   } else { 
    if (tempInt < minInt) { 
     minInt = tempInt; 
    } 
    if (tempInt > maxInt) { 
     maxInt = tempInt; 
    } 
   } 
  } 
  System.out.print(minInt + "/" + maxInt + ",sharedRef="); 
  for (int i = 0; i < arSize; i++) { 
   tempInt = Integer.parseInt((String) 
resultArray[i].get("sharedAccessCGs")); 
   if (i == 0) { 
    minInt = tempInt; 
    maxInt = tempInt; 
   } else { 
    if (tempInt < minInt) { 
     minInt = tempInt; 
    } 
    if (tempInt > maxInt) { 
     maxInt = tempInt; 
    } 
   } 
  } 
  System.out.print(minInt + "/" + maxInt + ",threadApi="); 
  for (int i = 0; i < arSize; i++) { 
   tempInt = Integer.parseInt((String) 
resultArray[i].get("threadApiCGs")); 
   if (i == 0) { 
    minInt = tempInt; 
    maxInt = tempInt; 
   } else { 
    if (tempInt < minInt) { 
     minInt = tempInt; 
    } 
    if (tempInt > maxInt) { 
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     maxInt = tempInt; 
    } 
   } 
  } 
  System.out.print(minInt + "/" + maxInt + ",reschedule="); 
  for (int i = 0; i < arSize; i++) { 
   tempInt = Integer.parseInt((String) 
resultArray[i].get("breakTransitionCGs")); 
   if (i == 0) { 
    minInt = tempInt; 
    maxInt = tempInt; 
   } else { 
    if (tempInt < minInt) { 
     minInt = tempInt; 
    } 
    if (tempInt > maxInt) { 
     maxInt = tempInt; 
    } 
   } 
  } 
  System.out.print(minVal + "/" + maxVal + "), data="); 
  for (int i = 0; i < arSize; i++) { 
   tempInt = Integer.parseInt((String) 
resultArray[i].get("dataCGs")); 
   if (i == 0) { 
    minInt = tempInt; 
    maxInt = tempInt; 
   } else { 
    if (tempInt < minInt) { 
     minInt = tempInt; 
    } 
    if (tempInt > maxInt) { 
     maxInt = tempInt; 
    } 
   } 
  } 
  System.out.println(minInt + "/" + maxInt); 
  System.out.print("heap:               " + "new="); 
  for (int i = 0; i < arSize; i++) { 
   tempInt = Integer.parseInt((String) 
resultArray[i].get("nNewObjects")); 
   if (i == 0) { 
    minInt = tempInt; 
    maxInt = tempInt; 
   } else { 
    if (tempInt < minInt) { 
     minInt = tempInt; 
    } 
    if (tempInt > maxInt) { 
     maxInt = tempInt; 
    } 
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   } 
  } 
  System.out.print(minInt + "/" + maxInt + ",released="); 
  for (int i = 0; i < arSize; i++) { 
   tempInt = Integer.parseInt((String) 
resultArray[i].get("nReleasedObjects")); 
   if (i == 0) { 
    minInt = tempInt; 
    maxInt = tempInt; 
   } else { 
    if (tempInt < minInt) { 
     minInt = tempInt; 
    } 
    if (tempInt > maxInt) { 
     maxInt = tempInt; 
    } 
   } 
  } 
  System.out.print(minInt + "/" + maxInt + ",maxLive="); 
  for (int i = 0; i < arSize; i++) { 
   tempInt = Integer.parseInt((String) 
resultArray[i].get("maxLiveObjects")); 
   if (i == 0) { 
    minInt = tempInt; 
    maxInt = tempInt; 
   } else { 
    if (tempInt < minInt) { 
     minInt = tempInt; 
    } 
    if (tempInt > maxInt) { 
     maxInt = tempInt; 
    } 
   } 
  } 
  System.out.print(minInt + "/" + maxInt + ",gcCycles="); 
  for (int i = 0; i < arSize; i++) { 
   tempInt = Integer.parseInt((String) 
resultArray[i].get("gcCycles")); 
   if (i == 0) { 
    minInt = tempInt; 
    maxInt = tempInt; 
   } else { 
    if (tempInt < minInt) { 
     minInt = tempInt; 
    } 
    if (tempInt > maxInt) { 
     maxInt = tempInt; 
    } 
   } 
  } 
  System.out.print(minInt + "/" + maxInt); 
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  System.out.print("instructions:       "); 
  for (int i = 0; i < arSize; i++) { 
   tempInt = Integer.parseInt((String) 
resultArray[i].get("insns")); 
   if (i == 0) { 
    minInt = tempInt; 
    maxInt = tempInt; 
   } else { 
    if (tempInt < minInt) { 
     minInt = tempInt; 
    } 
    if (tempInt > maxInt) { 
     maxInt = tempInt; 
    } 
   } 
  } 
  System.out.println(minInt + "/" + maxInt); 
  System.out.print("max memory:         "); 
  for (int i = 0; i < arSize; i++) { 
   tempInt = Integer.parseInt((String) 
resultArray[i].get("maxUsed")); 
   if (i == 0) { 
    minInt = tempInt; 
    maxInt = tempInt; 
   } else { 
    if (tempInt < minInt) { 
     minInt = tempInt; 
    } 
    if (tempInt > maxInt) { 
     maxInt = tempInt; 
    } 
   } 
  } 
  System.out.println((minInt >> 20) + "MB/" + (maxInt >> 20) + 
"MB"); 
 
 } 
 
} 
 
class serverThread implements Runnable { 
 
 private String msgString; 
 private String clientName; 
 private Socket clientSocket; 
 Thread myThread; 
 Hashtable clients; 
 HashSet paths; 
 int connectedClients = 0; 
 int stateCount = 0; 
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 execTree pathSet; 
 int expectedClients; 
 HashMap[] resultArray; 
 String[][] errorArray; 
 
 public serverThread(Socket sock, int expected, Hashtable clientList, 
HashSet pathList, String assignedName, 
   execTree pathTree, HashMap[] resultSet, String[][] 
errorSet) { 
  clientSocket = sock; 
  clients = clientList; 
  paths = pathList; 
  expectedClients = expected; 
  clientName = assignedName; 
  pathSet = pathTree; 
  this.resultArray = resultSet; 
  this.errorArray = errorSet; 
  System.out.println("serverThread Created"); 
 
 } 
 
 public void start() { 
  myThread = new Thread(this, clientName); 
  myThread.start(); 
 } 
 
 public void run() { 
  boolean stop = false; 
  try { 
   BufferedReader inFromClient = new BufferedReader(new 
InputStreamReader(clientSocket.getInputStream())); 
   DataOutputStream outToClient = new 
DataOutputStream(clientSocket.getOutputStream()); 
   int clientNum = 
Integer.parseInt(clientName.substring(clientName.length() - 1)) - 1; 
   System.out.println("ClientNum:" + clientNum); 
   while ((msgString = inFromClient.readLine()) != null) { 
    String[] parsedString = msgString.split(" "); 
    switch (parsedString[0]) { 
    case "HELO": 
     if (!clients.containsKey(clientName + ":" + 
parsedString[1].trim())) { 
      System.out.println("Adding Client: |" + 
parsedString[1] + "|\n"); 
      clients.put(clientName, clientName + 
":" + parsedString[1].trim()); 
      String acptMsg = "ACPT " + clientName + 
"\n"; 
      outToClient.writeBytes(acptMsg); 
      while (clients.size() < 
expectedClients) { 
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       Thread.sleep(10); 
      } 
      outToClient.writeBytes("STRT\n"); 
     } else { 
      System.out.println("Reject Client"); 
      String rjctMsg = "RJCT " + 
parsedString[1].trim() + "\n"; 
      System.out.println("Reject MSG:" + 
rjctMsg); 
      outToClient.writeBytes(rjctMsg); 
     } 
 
     break; 
    case "ADVC": 
     String advanceString = 
parsedString[1].substring(1, parsedString[1].length() - 1); 
     String[] advanceParsed = 
advanceString.split(";"); 
     boolean cont = false; 
     String id = advanceParsed[0]; 
     int last = 
Integer.parseInt(advanceParsed[1]); 
     int processed = 
Integer.parseInt(advanceParsed[2]); 
     int possible = 
Integer.parseInt(advanceParsed[3]); 
     boolean isCascaded = 
Boolean.parseBoolean(advanceParsed[4]); 
     boolean isSkipped = 
Boolean.parseBoolean(advanceParsed[5]); 
     boolean isNew = 
Boolean.parseBoolean(advanceParsed[7]); 
     boolean isVisited = 
Boolean.parseBoolean(advanceParsed[8]); 
     boolean isEnd = 
Boolean.parseBoolean(advanceParsed[9]); 
     int stateHash = 
Integer.parseInt(advanceParsed[10]); 
     cont = pathSet.advance(clientNum, id, last, 
processed, possible, isCascaded, isSkipped, isNew, 
       isEnd, isVisited, stateHash); 
     if (cont == false) { 
      outToClient.writeBytes("CONT\n"); 
      stateCount++; 
     } else { 
      outToClient.writeBytes("SKIP\n"); 
     } 
     break; 
    case "FRWD": 
     String forwardString = 
parsedString[1].substring(1, parsedString[1].length() - 1); 
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     String[] forwardParsed = 
forwardString.split(";"); 
     cont = false; 
     id = forwardParsed[0]; 
     last = Integer.parseInt(forwardParsed[1]); 
     processed = 
Integer.parseInt(forwardParsed[2]); 
     possible = 
Integer.parseInt(forwardParsed[3]); 
     isCascaded = 
Boolean.parseBoolean(forwardParsed[4]); 
     isSkipped = 
Boolean.parseBoolean(forwardParsed[5]); 
     cont = pathSet.forward(clientNum, id, last, 
processed, possible, isCascaded, isSkipped); 
     if (cont == false) { 
      outToClient.writeBytes("CONT\n"); 
     } else { 
      outToClient.writeBytes("SKIP\n"); 
     } 
     break; 
    case "BTRK": 
     pathSet.back(clientNum); 
     outToClient.writeBytes("CONT\n"); 
     break; 
    case "EXIT": 
     stop = true; 
     String exitMSG = "BYE!\n"; 
     clients.remove(clientName); 
     outToClient.writeBytes(exitMSG); 
     String resultString = msgString.substring(5); 
     parseResults(resultString, clientNum); 
     System.out.println("StateCount: " + 
stateCount); 
     clientSocket.close(); 
     break; 
    } 
    if (stop) { 
     break; 
    } 
   } 
 
  } catch (IOException e) { 
   System.out.println("Socket problem"); 
   System.out.println(e); 
  } /* 
    * catch (InterruptedException e) { // TODO Auto-generated 
catch 
    * block e.printStackTrace(); } 
    */ catch (InterruptedException e) { 
   // TODO Auto-generated catch block 
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   e.printStackTrace(); 
  } 
 
 } 
 
 public void parseResults(String results, int client) { 
  String errorString = results.substring(1, results.indexOf("]")); 
  String[] errorSplit = errorString.split(";"); 
  errorArray[client] = new String[errorSplit.length]; 
  for (int i = 0; i < errorSplit.length; i++) { 
   if (errorSplit[i].split("!").length == 3) { 
    errorArray[client][i] = "error #" + 
errorSplit[i].split("!")[0] + ":" + errorSplit[i].split("!")[1] 
      + errorSplit[i].split("!")[2]; 
    errorArray[client][i] = 
errorArray[client][i].replace("<br>", "\n"); 
   } else { 
    errorArray[client][i] = "no errors detected"; 
   } 
  } 
  String statsString = results.substring(results.indexOf("]") + 2, 
results.length() - 1); 
  String[] statSplit = statsString.split(";"); 
  resultArray[client] = new HashMap(); 
  resultArray[client].put("time", statSplit[0]); 
  resultArray[client].put("newStates", statSplit[1]); 
  resultArray[client].put("visitedStates", statSplit[2]); 
  resultArray[client].put("backtracked", statSplit[3]); 
  resultArray[client].put("endStates", statSplit[4]); 
  resultArray[client].put("maxDepth", statSplit[5]); 
  resultArray[client].put("constraints", statSplit[6]); 
  resultArray[client].put("threadCGs", statSplit[7]); 
  resultArray[client].put("signalCGs", statSplit[8]); 
  resultArray[client].put("monitorCGs", statSplit[9]); 
  resultArray[client].put("sharedAccessCGs", statSplit[10]); 
  resultArray[client].put("threadApiCGs", statSplit[11]); 
  resultArray[client].put("breakTransitionCGs", statSplit[12]); 
  resultArray[client].put("dataCGs", statSplit[13]); 
  resultArray[client].put("nNewObjects", statSplit[14]); 
  resultArray[client].put("nReleasedObjects", statSplit[15]); 
  resultArray[client].put("maxLiveObjects", statSplit[16]); 
  resultArray[client].put("gcCycles", statSplit[17]); 
  resultArray[client].put("insns", statSplit[18]); 
  resultArray[client].put("maxUsed", statSplit[19]); 
  resultArray[client].put("classes", statSplit[20]); 
  resultArray[client].put("methods", statSplit[21]); 
 } 
 
} 
 
class choiceNode { 
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 String id; 
 int nodeID = 0; 
 int processed; 
 int possible; 
 boolean isCascaded; 
 choiceNode[] choice; 
 choiceNode previous; 
 int skip = 0; 
 choiceNode(String id, int nodeID, int processed, int possible, boolean 
isCascaded, choiceNode previous) { 
  this.id = id; 
  this.nodeID = nodeID; 
  this.processed = processed; 
  this.possible = possible; 
  this.isCascaded = isCascaded; 
  this.choice = new choiceNode[possible]; 
  this.previous = previous; 
 
 } 
} 
 
class execTree { 
 choiceNode root; 
 choiceNode[] clientPositions; 
 // choiceNode lastStep; 
 int nodeSeq = 0; 
 int[] depth; 
 int newStates = 0; 
 int backTracked = 0; 
 Semaphore read = new Semaphore(1); 
 List<graphEdge> edgeList = new ArrayList<graphEdge>(); 
 int stateCounter = 0; 
 runStatistics runStat = new runStatistics(); 
 HashSet<Integer> stateSet = new HashSet(); 
 
 execTree(int clientCount) { 
  this.root = new choiceNode("ROOT", 0, 1, 1, false, null); 
  clientPositions = new choiceNode[clientCount]; 
  depth = new int[clientCount]; 
  for (int i = 0; i < clientCount; i++) { 
   clientPositions[i] = root; 
   depth[i] = 0; 
  } 
 
 } 
 
 public boolean advance(int client, String id, int last, int processed, 
int possible, boolean isCascaded, 
   boolean skipped, boolean isNew, boolean isVisited, boolean 
isEnd, int stateHash) { 
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  System.out.println("Client:" + client + " advanced"); 
  boolean result = false; 
  if (!skipped) { 
   try { 
    this.read.acquire(); 
   } catch (InterruptedException e) { 
    e.printStackTrace(); 
   } 
  } 
 
  stateSet.add(stateHash); 
 
  if (!id.equalsIgnoreCase("ROOT")) { 
   System.out.println("client:" + client + " last:" + last + 
" size:" + clientPositions[client].choice.length 
     + " new_id:" + id + " currentID:" + 
clientPositions[client].id); 
   if (clientPositions[client].choice[last - 1] != null) { 
    clientPositions[client] = 
clientPositions[client].choice[last - 1]; 
    if (clientPositions[client].processed < 
clientPositions[client].possible) { 
     if (processed + clientPositions[client].skip 
<= clientPositions[client].processed) { 
      clientPositions[client].skip++; 
      clientPositions[client] = 
clientPositions[client].previous; 
      result = true; 
     } else { 
      if (clientPositions[client].processed < 
processed) { 
      
 clientPositions[client].processed = processed; 
       if (skipped) { 
       
 clientPositions[client].skip--; 
 
       } 
      } 
 
     } 
    } else { 
     clientPositions[client].processed = 
processed; 
 
    } 
   } else { 
    this.nodeSeq++; 
    clientPositions[client].choice[last - 1] = new 
choiceNode(id, this.nodeSeq, processed, possible, 
      isCascaded, clientPositions[client]); 
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    newStates++; 
    clientPositions[client] = 
clientPositions[client].choice[last - 1]; 
 
   } 
  } 
  if (!result) { 
   this.read.release(); 
   if (!id.equalsIgnoreCase("ROOT")) { 
    this.edgeList.add( 
      new graphEdge(client, 
clientPositions[client].previous.nodeID, clientPositions[client].nodeID)); 
   } 
   depth[client]++; 
   if (isNew) { 
    try { 
     runStat.addNew(); 
    } catch (InterruptedException e) { 
     // TODO Auto-generated catch block 
     e.printStackTrace(); 
    } 
   } 
   if (isVisited) { 
    try { 
     runStat.addVisited(); 
    } catch (InterruptedException e) { 
     // TODO Auto-generated catch block 
     e.printStackTrace(); 
    } 
   } 
   if (isEnd) { 
    try { 
     runStat.addEnd(); 
    } catch (InterruptedException e) { 
     // TODO Auto-generated catch block 
     e.printStackTrace(); 
    } 
   } 
  } 
 
  if (result) { 
   stateCounter++; 
  } 
  return result; 
 } 
 
 public boolean forward(int client, String id, int last, int processed, 
int possible, boolean isCascaded, 
   boolean skipped) { 
  boolean result = false; 
  if (!id.equalsIgnoreCase("ROOT")) { 
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   clientPositions[client] = 
clientPositions[client].choice[last - 1]; 
  } 
  return result; 
 } 
 
 public void back(int client) { 
  System.out.println("Client:" + client + " advanced"); 
  if (!clientPositions[client].id.equalsIgnoreCase("ROOT")) { 
   this.edgeList.add( 
     new graphEdge(client, 
clientPositions[client].nodeID, clientPositions[client].previous.nodeID)); 
   clientPositions[client] = 
clientPositions[client].previous; 
   depth[client]--; 
   backTracked++; 
  } 
 } 
 
 public String toString(int client) { 
  String result = ""; 
  choiceNode printNode = this.root; 
  for (int i = 1; i <= depth[client]; i++) { 
   if (printNode != null) { 
    result = result + "Step_" + i + "{"; 
    result = result + "id:" + printNode.id + ", "; 
    result = result + "choices:" + printNode.processed + 
"/" + printNode.possible + ", "; 
    result = result + "isCascaded:" + 
printNode.isCascaded + "}\n"; 
    printNode = printNode.choice[printNode.processed - 
1]; 
   } 
  } 
  return result; 
 } 
} 
 
class graphEdge { 
 int client; 
 int start; 
 int end; 
 
 graphEdge(int client, int start, int end) { 
  this.client = client; 
  this.start = start; 
  this.end = end; 
 } 
 
 public String toString() { 
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  return ("<" + this.client + ";" + this.start + ";" + this.end + 
">"); 
 } 
} 
 
class runStatistics { 
 private int endCount; 
 private int newCount; 
 private int visitedCount; 
 private Semaphore read = new Semaphore(1); 
 
 runStatistics() { 
  newCount = 0; 
  visitedCount = 0; 
  endCount = 0; 
 } 
 
 void addNew() throws InterruptedException { 
  read.acquire(); 
  newCount++; 
  read.release(); 
 } 
 
 void addEnd() throws InterruptedException { 
  read.acquire(); 
  endCount++; 
  read.release(); 
 } 
 
 void addVisited() throws InterruptedException { 
  read.acquire(); 
  visitedCount++; 
  read.release(); 
 } 
 
 int getNew() { 
  return newCount; 
 } 
 
 int getEnd() { 
  return endCount; 
 } 
 
 int getVisited() { 
  return visitedCount; 
 } 
 
} 
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Appendix B 

JPF Listener Source Code 
package gov.nasa.jpf.listener; 
 
import java.io.BufferedReader; 
import java.io.DataOutputStream; 
import java.io.IOException; 
import java.io.InputStreamReader; 
import java.io.PrintWriter; 
import java.net.InetAddress; 
import java.net.Socket; 
import java.net.UnknownHostException; 
import java.util.Date; 
import java.util.List; 
 
import gov.nasa.jpf.Config; 
import gov.nasa.jpf.JPF; 
import gov.nasa.jpf.PropertyListenerAdapter; 
import gov.nasa.jpf.annotation.JPFOption; 
import gov.nasa.jpf.annotation.JPFOptions; 
import gov.nasa.jpf.search.*; 
import gov.nasa.jpf.vm.*; 
import gov.nasa.jpf.report.*; 
 
@JPFOptions({ 
  @JPFOption(type = "String", key = "distributedTester.ServerIP", 
defaultValue = "127.0.0.1", comment = "IP address of JPF server instance"), 
  @JPFOption(type = "String", key = "distributedTester.TCPPort", 
defaultValue = "1492", comment = "Server TCP connection port"), 
 
}) 
 
public class DistributedTester_V2 extends PropertyListenerAdapter { 
 
 String ServerIP; 
 String ClientIP; 
 String ClientName; 
 int TCPPort; 
 Socket connectionSocket; 
 int Test = 0; 
 int Depth = 0; 
 Date start, finish; 
 Reporter myReporter; 
 int newCount = 0; 
 int visitedCount = 0; 
 int endCount = 0; 
 
 public DistributedTester_V2(Config config, JPF jpf) { 
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  this.ServerIP = config.getString("distributedTester.ServerIP"); 
  System.out.println("|" + 
config.getString("distributedTester.TCPPort") + "|"); 
  String TCPString = config.getString("distributedTester.TCPPort"); 
  this.TCPPort = Integer.parseInt(TCPString); 
  System.out.println("TCPPort:" + TCPPort); 
  Search mySearch = jpf.getSearch(); 
  myReporter = new Reporter(config, jpf); 
  mySearch.setReporter(myReporter); 
 } 
 
 @Override 
 public void searchStarted(Search search) { 
  System.out.println("Search Started"); 
  System.out.println("ServerIP:" + ServerIP); 
  System.out.println("ServerTCPPORT:" + TCPPort); 
 
  try { 
   this.ClientIP = 
InetAddress.getLocalHost().getHostAddress(); 
   System.out.println("MyIP:" + 
InetAddress.getLocalHost().getHostAddress()); 
  } catch (UnknownHostException e1) { 
   // TODO Auto-generated catch block 
   e1.printStackTrace(); 
  } 
  try { 
   this.connectionSocket = new Socket(ServerIP, TCPPort); 
   DataOutputStream outToServer = new 
DataOutputStream(connectionSocket.getOutputStream()); 
   BufferedReader inFromServer = new BufferedReader(new 
InputStreamReader(connectionSocket.getInputStream())); 
 
   String sendText = "HELO " + this.ClientIP; 
   System.out.println("SendText: " + sendText); 
   String returnText; 
   outToServer.writeBytes(sendText + "\n"); 
 
   returnText = inFromServer.readLine(); 
 
   String msgType = returnText.substring(0, 4); 
   String[] parsedMSG = returnText.split(" "); 
   switch (msgType) { 
   case "ACPT": 
    ClientName = parsedMSG[1]; 
    System.out.println("Connected as:" + ClientName); 
    System.out.println("Connected on Port:" + 
connectionSocket.getLocalPort()); 
    break; 
   case "RJCT": 
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    System.out.println("Rejected Connection"); 
    System.exit(0); 
    break; 
   } 
   returnText = inFromServer.readLine(); 
   msgType = returnText.substring(0, 4); 
   switch (msgType) { 
   case "STRT": 
    this.start = new Date(); 
    System.out.println("Start Time: " + start); 
 
    break; 
   } 
  } catch (UnknownHostException e) { 
   // TODO Auto-generated catch block 
   System.out.println("stateStart UnknownHost Exception:"); 
   e.printStackTrace(); 
  } catch (IOException e) { 
   // TODO Auto-generated catch block 
   System.out.println("stateStart IOException:"); 
   e.printStackTrace(); 
  } 
 } 
 
 @Override 
 public void stateAdvanced(Search search) { 
  int step = 0; 
  VM vm = search.getVM(); 
  ChoiceGenerator<?> choice = vm.getChoiceGenerator(); 
  ChoiceGenerator<?> lastchoice = 
vm.getChoiceGenerator().getPreviousChoiceGenerator(); 
  ChoiceGenerator<?>[] execPath = choice.getAll(); 
  this.Depth++; 
  if (search.getDepth() != this.Depth) { 
   System.out.println("Search Depth:" + search.getDepth() + " 
expectedDepth:" + this.Depth); 
  } 
  while (this.Depth < search.getDepth()) { 
   this.Depth++; 
   String advance = "FRWD {" + lastchoice.getId() + ";"; 
   if (lastchoice.getPreviousChoiceGenerator() != null) { 
    advance = advance + 
lastchoice.getPreviousChoiceGenerator().getProcessedNumberOfChoices() + ";"; 
   } else { 
    advance = advance + "0;"; 
   } 
   advance = advance + 
lastchoice.getProcessedNumberOfChoices() + ";"; 
   advance = advance + lastchoice.getTotalNumberOfChoices() + 
";"; 
   advance = advance + lastchoice.isCascaded() + ";"; 
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   advance = advance + "false;"; 
   advance = advance + vm.getThreadName() + ";"; 
   advance = advance + "Test:" + Test + "}\n"; 
   Test++; 
   try { 
    DataOutputStream outToServer = new 
DataOutputStream(connectionSocket.getOutputStream()); 
    BufferedReader inFromServer = new BufferedReader( 
      new 
InputStreamReader(connectionSocket.getInputStream())); 
    String returnText; 
    outToServer.writeBytes(advance); 
    returnText = inFromServer.readLine(); 
    String[] parsedMSG = returnText.split(" "); 
 
    switch (parsedMSG[0]) { 
    case "CONT": 
     break; 
    case "SKIP": 
     choice.advance(); 
     break; 
    } 
   } catch (Exception e) { 
    System.out.println("stateAdvanced Exception:"); 
    e.printStackTrace(); 
    System.out.println("Connection Failed"); 
   } 
  } 
 
  boolean skip = false; 
  do { 
   boolean isNew = search.isNewState(); 
   boolean isEnd = search.isEndState(); 
   boolean isVisited = search.isVisitedState(); 
 
   if (isNew) { 
    newCount++; 
   } 
   if (isEnd) { 
    endCount++; 
   } 
   if (isVisited) { 
    visitedCount++; 
   } 
   String advance = "ADVC {" + choice.getId() + ";"; 
   if (choice.getPreviousChoiceGenerator() != null) { 
    advance = advance + 
choice.getPreviousChoiceGenerator().getProcessedNumberOfChoices() + ";"; 
   } else { 
    advance = advance + "0;"; 
   } 
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   advance = advance + choice.getProcessedNumberOfChoices() + 
";"; 
   advance = advance + choice.getTotalNumberOfChoices() + 
";"; 
   advance = advance + choice.isCascaded() + ";"; 
   advance = advance + skip + ";"; 
   advance = advance + vm.getThreadName() + ";"; 
   advance = advance + isNew + ";"; 
   advance = advance + isEnd + ";"; 
   advance = advance + isVisited + ";"; 
   advance = advance + 0 + ";"; 
   advance = advance + "Test:" + Test + "}\n"; 
   Test++; 
   try { 
    DataOutputStream outToServer = new 
DataOutputStream(connectionSocket.getOutputStream()); 
    BufferedReader inFromServer = new BufferedReader( 
      new 
InputStreamReader(connectionSocket.getInputStream())); 
    String returnText; 
    outToServer.writeBytes(advance); 
 
    returnText = inFromServer.readLine(); 
    String[] parsedMSG = returnText.split(" "); 
 
    switch (parsedMSG[0]) { 
    case "CONT": 
     skip = false; 
     break; 
    case "SKIP": 
     skip = true; 
     System.out.println("Skip Recieved"); 
     choice.advance(); 
     break; 
    } 
   } catch (Exception e) { 
    System.out.println("stateAdvanced Exception:"); 
    e.printStackTrace(); 
    System.out.println("Connection Failed"); 
   } 
  } while (skip == true); 
  execPath = choice.getAll(); 
 
 } 
 
 @Override 
 public void stateBacktracked(Search search) { 
  boolean isNew = search.isNewState(); 
  boolean isEnd = search.isEndState(); 
  boolean isVisited = search.isVisitedState(); 
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  if (isNew) { 
   newCount++; 
   System.out.println("BackTrackNew"); 
  } 
  if (isEnd) { 
   endCount++; 
  } 
  if (isVisited) { 
   visitedCount++; 
  } 
 
  this.Depth--; 
  if (search.getDepth() != this.Depth) { 
   System.out.println("Search Depth:" + search.getDepth() + " 
expectedDepth:" + this.Depth); 
  } 
  int step = 0; 
  VM vm = search.getVM(); 
  ChoiceGenerator<?> choice = vm.getChoiceGenerator(); 
  ChoiceGenerator<?>[] execPath = choice.getAll(); 
  Test++; 
  String back = "BTRK\n"; 
  try { 
   DataOutputStream outToServer = new 
DataOutputStream(connectionSocket.getOutputStream()); 
   BufferedReader inFromServer = new BufferedReader(new 
InputStreamReader(connectionSocket.getInputStream())); 
   String returnText; 
   outToServer.writeBytes(back); 
   returnText = inFromServer.readLine(); 
   String[] parsedMSG = returnText.split(" "); 
   switch (parsedMSG[0]) { 
   case "CONT": 
    break; 
   case "SKIP": 
    break; 
   } 
  } catch (Exception e) { 
   System.out.println("stateBackTrack Exception:"); 
   e.printStackTrace(); 
   System.out.println("Connection Failed"); 
  } 
 } 
 
 @Override 
 public void searchFinished(Search search) { 
  System.out.println("Search Finished " + this.ClientName); 
  finish = new Date(); 
  long t = finish.getTime() - this.start.getTime(); 
  long second = (t / 1000) % 60; 
  long minute = (t / (1000 * 60)) % 60; 
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  long hour = (t / (1000 * 60 * 60)) % 24; 
 
  String time = String.format("%02d:%02d:%02d:%d", hour, minute, 
second, t % 1000); 
 
  Statistics clientStats = myReporter.getStatistics(); 
  List<gov.nasa.jpf.Error> clientErrors = myReporter.getErrors(); 
  String result = showResults(time, clientStats, clientErrors); 
  System.out.println("New: " + newCount + " Visited:" + 
visitedCount + " End:" + endCount); 
  try { 
   DataOutputStream outToServer = new 
DataOutputStream(connectionSocket.getOutputStream()); 
   BufferedReader inFromServer = new BufferedReader(new 
InputStreamReader(connectionSocket.getInputStream())); 
   String sendText = "EXIT " + result + "\n"; 
   String returnText; 
   outToServer.writeBytes(sendText); 
   returnText = inFromServer.readLine(); 
   String[] parsedMSG = returnText.split(" "); 
 
   switch (parsedMSG[0]) { 
   case "BYE!": 
    System.out.println("Socket Disconnected"); 
    System.out.println(this.ClientName); 
    break; 
   } 
 
  } catch (Exception e) { 
   System.out.println("searchFinished Exception:"); 
   e.printStackTrace(); 
   System.out.println("Connection Failed"); 
 
  } 
 } 
 
 public String showResults(String time, Statistics stat, 
List<gov.nasa.jpf.Error> errors) { 
  String results = "["; 
 
 System.out.println("====================================================
== results"); 
  for (gov.nasa.jpf.Error temp : errors) { 
   if (temp.getId() > 1) { 
    results = results + ";"; 
   } 
   System.out.println("error #" + temp.getId() + ": " + 
temp.getDescription() + temp.getDescription() 
     + temp.getDetails()); 
   results = results + temp.getId() + "!" + 
temp.getDescription() + "!" 
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     + temp.getDetails().replaceAll("\r\n|\n", 
"<br>"); 
  } 
  results = results + "]["; 
 
 System.out.println("====================================================
== statistics"); 
  System.out.println("elapsed time:       " + time); 
  results = results + time + ";"; 
  System.out.println("states:             new=" + stat.newStates + 
",visited=" + stat.visitedStates 
    + ",backtracked=" + stat.backtracked + ",end=" + 
stat.endStates); 
  results = results + stat.newStates + ";" + stat.visitedStates + 
";" + stat.backtracked + ";" + stat.endStates 
    + ";"; 
  System.out.println("search:             maxDepth=" + 
stat.maxDepth + ",constraints=" + stat.constraints); 
  results = results + stat.maxDepth + ";" + stat.constraints + ";"; 
  System.out.println("choice generators:  thread=" + stat.threadCGs 
+ " (signal=" + stat.signalCGs + ",lock=" 
    + stat.monitorCGs + ",sharedRef=" + 
stat.sharedAccessCGs + ",threadApi=" + stat.threadApiCGs 
    + ",reschedule=" + stat.breakTransitionCGs + "), 
data=" + stat.dataCGs); 
  results = results + stat.threadCGs + ";" + stat.signalCGs + ";" + 
stat.monitorCGs + ";" + stat.sharedAccessCGs 
    + ";" + stat.threadApiCGs + ";" + 
stat.breakTransitionCGs + ";" + stat.dataCGs + ";"; 
  System.out.println("heap:               " + "new=" + 
stat.nNewObjects + ",released=" + stat.nReleasedObjects 
    + ",maxLive=" + stat.maxLiveObjects + ",gcCycles=" + 
stat.gcCycles); 
  results = results + stat.nNewObjects + ";" + 
stat.nReleasedObjects + ";" + stat.maxLiveObjects + ";" 
    + stat.gcCycles + ";"; 
  System.out.println("instructions:       " + stat.insns); 
  results = results + stat.insns + ";"; 
  System.out.println("max memory:         " + (stat.maxUsed >> 20) 
+ "MB"); 
  results = results + stat.maxUsed + ";"; 
  System.out.println("loaded code:        classes=" + 
ClassLoaderInfo.getNumberOfLoadedClasses() + ",methods=" 
    + MethodInfo.getNumberOfLoadedMethods()); 
  results = results + ClassLoaderInfo.getNumberOfLoadedClasses() + 
";" + MethodInfo.getNumberOfLoadedMethods() 
    + "]"; 
  return results; 
 } 
 
}  
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Appendix C 

Source code for this project can be found at: 

https://github.com/awdwynn/JPF_Distributed_Tester 
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